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TEXT ON SCREEN: Utilizing Models of Professional Learning 

REGAN DORE-ANDERSON (Curriculum Coordinator, Halton CDSB): We did a little bit of 
data gathering. So we spoke to teachers who were using blended learning. We spoke to 
teachers who tried blended learning and didn't really like it. We spoke to students. We 
spoke to administrators and we tried to think about a learning model that was going to 
meet the needs of everybody that we had in the system. So we decided that we wanted to 
focus on having teachers self-identify where they felt they were. Were they a beginner? 
They knew this thing called blended learning was important but they didn't really know 
what it was all about. Were they experienced users?  So they tried a few of the tools but 
they wanted to go deeper and really hit students' learning needs or were they sort of 
power users? They had really specific questions that we needed to be able to support 
them. So we ran a number of different sessions and we provided them with release time 
to meet with teachers who were sort of at the same level of learning. Then they got to 
choose a half-day as a follow-up and those teachers could choose to use that half-day to 
really focus on their own needs and meet with teachers who were sort of at the same 
interest level or the same learning level. They could choose to meet with sort of outside 
experts from the Board. Then they came back to share and show their learning. So they 
were required to demonstrate what it was they had learned. Share with other people and 
then identify the next steps for their own learning. And all of it that was in the context of 
the Board's 21st learning outcomes. We are looking at the number of logins and sustained 
over time. So if we wanted to reach a certain target for a number of logins, we could just 
say, okay, everybody login in, here you go. But we're looking at sustained use over time 
and we can tell that from the back end in the virtual learning environment. The other way 
that we're collecting data is we're actually working with our research team. They are 
putting a survey out to the system for teachers who participated in the blended learning 
sessions, not just about what it is that they've learned or how it is that they are applying it, 
but what changes they've hopefully seen in student practice, as well. Then we'll use that 
data, as well as the anecdotal comments, to help us plan our professional learning for next 
year, moving forward. 

Well, I think that for me, one of the challenges as a professional learning facilitator, I like 
to be very planned and very organized. So I like to know how long it's going to last, what 
activity we're doing next and what those outcomes are supposed to be. But we tried very 
specifically to model a change in our practice to help teachers learn to change their 
practice, as well. So we tried to co-construct the agenda but once we had done the 
introductory activities and outline the learning goals, we said, all right, what is it that you 
want to learn? And then we sat back and we let the team say, this is what would help us 
next in our learning. This is how we want to approach it. And we'd say, okay, you've got to 
give us a minute because now we have to do a little bit of learning on the fly to be able to 
meet your needs. So the feedback that we had from teachers was that it was very 
valuable because they felt their voices were heard and their learning needs were met and 
they felt comfortable enough to say to us, that isn't meeting our needs. Can you change 
what you're doing or can you adapt to meet our learning needs? And I think for us that 



  
               

 

 

was the biggest part of modelling the 21st teaching and learning. It wasn't so much about 
the tools as it was about listening to the teachers' voices and their own needs. 
I think that one of the challenges in systems is that sometimes we work at the Board level 
and we put a framework in place and we put a plan in place, we take it out to the system 
and then we sort of get feedback at that level. I think with the 21st century and with some 
of the professional learning, we've tried to go the other route and have feedback at the 
front in the planning end. So that when we're speaking to teachers or to system leaders, 
to be able to say, this is what we've heard from the field, this is what teachers' value, this 
is how our learning model reflects it, it makes it much easier for system leaders to say, we 
understand the rationale but we also understand that there are already voices in the 
system who are prepared to learn using this model. Whereas sometimes, I think in the 
past, we've put the model out there and we kind of hoped that would get these pieces. I 
think we've moved some of that research information gathering, to the front end. So it's 
helped our planning. 




